
 

Background to Pope Francis, Chrislam and the Vatican trafficking scam 

 

Chrislam Whatever the cause now, Pope Francis has embraced ‘Chrislam’ a heresy made up in the minds of non Christians 

 and has appointed 13 new Chrislam Cardinals in October 2019. It is of course a betrayal of the 1,2 Billion Roman Catholics 

worldwide, it is heresy and is not a protestant faith or catholic faith of any kind. Chrislam was founded (or adapted) 

by Pastor Rick Warren who has made up the hybrid faith in his own mind many suggest Warren denies he is mixing both 

faiths, yet even pastors like Joel Osteen (some have suggested) and now the Pope are calling it a new faith as ‘Chrislam’. 

This new faith is of course not Islam either or the Koran but it is not the faith of the Bible of Torah in any way. Islam has its 

own internal dilemma’s (see post above dated 9.9.2019 and subheading ‘Islam and the curious matter of the Mihrab walls 

in Mosques (for the Qiblah) all facing the wrong direction for over 1300 years ?’ yet Chrislam is not any way near Islam. 

Further the origins of Islam itself are not what they appear according to ex Jesuit Priest Alberto Riveria and a view shared 

by Augustin Cardinal Bea. 

Aside from the theory that the Church (Pope Francis) has been threatened with being blown up continually (Obama / Isis) 

hence Pope Francis has adopted Chrislam to keep the ‘peace’, others suggest that the falling Church numbers in Europe, 

Britain and the USA are causing a crisis in the Roman Catholic church, which necessitates mass immigration (the UN 

migration compact and 240 million initially see posts above) into these areas and then merge with Chrislam in order to 

swell the ranks of the ‘Church’. 

It is a year since public outcry and Roman Catholic leaders called for the Popes resignation (video youtube ‘Catholic 

leaders call on Pope Francis to resign’ ) and in August 2019 Archbishop Vigano called again for the Pope to step down 

following his letter to the Pope in 2018. Further in October 2019 the Pope (or others ) has made a formal trial decision to 

allow ‘married men’ to become Priests (just like most of the apostles and disciples under Jesus Christ including Peter and 

Paul who were also married)  Of course it is about time. 

The outcry against Pope Francis is growing but he is not listening. Wondering if the Pope is a Catholic, John McGuirk pens 

the following article of concern. It is possible to depose a Pope and there are precedents  alternatively the Swiss Guard can 

arrest the Pope and deport him back to Argentina. The Swiss Guard who are the Vatican’s secret service and open and 

obvious police have had security problems with Pope Francis In 2014, and also again in September / October 

2019. Domenico Giani the head of Vatican security resigned. “  Giani, 57, a former member of Italy’s secret services, had 

been part of the Vatican security apparatus for 20 years, serving three popes, and had held the top post since 2006. No 

previous head of Vatican security has left under a shadow in living memory. His resignation is the latest twist in a saga that 

has gripped the Vatican for two weeks. It started with an unprecedented and unexplained Oct. 2 raid by Giani’s men on 

two key Vatican offices, the Financial Information Authority (AIF) and the Secretariat of State” 

Many suggest that this co-coincides with the appointment of the 13 ‘Chrislam’ cardinals who are in effect infiltrating and 

opposing the Roman Catholic Christian Church. Others suggest it is the unholy lifestyle which Pope Francis has turned a 

blind eye too (so writes Frederic Martel in ‘Sex Parties, Drugs and Gay Escorts at the Pope's Residence: Undercover in the 

Vatican’)  yet in other areas (such as rewriting Roman Catholic orthodoxy)  and which in early 2019, two Cardinals asked 

Pope Francis to end the homosexual activity in 

The sexual abuse cover up by Pope Francis especially from the Archbishop Nuncio in Washington against Archbishop 

Theodore McCarrick (who was finally deposed this year ) but which had been exposed for a long time before this, yet Pope 

Benedict had already removed him from 2013, but he was restored under Pope Francis ? (video ‘Catholic leaders call on 

Pope Francis to resign’ ) Archbishop Carlo Maria Vigano's attempts at reforming the scandals have been in effect reversed 

by Pope Francis as the ‘vatileaks’ controversy letters reveal. A new lawsuit against the Vatican emerged in May 2019 when 

an insider threatened to release the names of 3000 Priests who are awaiting ‘decisions’ “The lawsuit, to be filed Tuesday, 

asks that the Vatican release the names of more than 3,000 priests who have sexually abused children, as well as evidence 

and documentation.” writes Jon Hopfensberger. Many institutions and organisations including pagan and the protestant 

church are also facing the same Justice, although Pope Francis has called child sex abuse akin to human sacrifice 

addressing the paedophilia summit within the Roman Catholic Church in February 2019, but it did not appease many 

victims. Ministers in any church were never ministers to begin with when they infiltrated the Church who whilst dressing in 

robes which are unconnected to the early church and are not necessary, have instead clothed themselves like Wolves in 
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sheep’s clothing (note many churches have a lot of ritual and ceremony but only preach a pre – set fragment of the actual 

Bible each week ?) 

These infiltrations occur in every country and in every institution and faith, they are not Christians. 

Some of the more disturbing background concerns Archbishop Robert Carlson in the USA who was not sure child 

molestation was a crime. Whilst Father John Calnan sexually abused a girl as she was giving confessions, yet when 

the Vatican is changing the faith to ‘Chrislam’ and engaging with sex parties, drugs and gay escorts at the Popes residence, 

then this facade of ‘the church’ has to end and sweeping changes are needed including a new Christian Pope and the arrest 

of the 13 new cardinals and all those who are guilty of sexually abusing children. They should repent quickly and hand 

themselves into the police or law services even at the top levels of the Vatican. They have assisted in the mass immigration 

of the EU and sex trafficking across the West. 

In the EU the case (to repeat from above)  of “ES” who claimed Mohammed was a paedophile,    Roman Catholics and 

Anglicans want a leader who is a Christian not a political theorist, and Francis of Assisi would not recognise the see of 

Rome today. Pope Francis embraced Grand Imam Al-Tayeb. “Hours before Pope Francis called for the abolition of capital 

punishment on Friday, he warmly embraced Grand Imam Al-Tayeb, who has expressed his desire that Muslims who 

convert to Christianity should be executed” Remember however that many of these abuses have been Roman Catholic or 

Anglican or Presbyterian whistleblowers on the inside of the church. The Holy See is broken and no longer exists; it is no 

longer the ‘see of St Peter’ from which it claims its traditions. The Bishop of Rome cannot now claim heritage from Simon 

Peter whose words are preserved in the following New Testament book ‘2 Peter 2 verses 1 – 22’  which points to Gds wrath 

but which is omitted by the Church. The working and middle class have the right to full religion teaching instead of being 

lied too. 

Currently in Italy there are two Popes 1 . ‘Pope Francis’ or Jorge Mario Bergoglio since February 2013 2. 

 Pope Benedict XVI or Joseph Aloisius Ratzinger. 

Pope Francis oversees the Vatican which was established formally in 1929 in the Lateran pacts although Popes lived within 

from the 14th century. 

Pope Benedict (who lives nearby still) still looks after the ‘Holy See’ separate from the Vatican City (video from 2015 after 

he ‘stepped down’ ) both are still operating in two different spheres. There are requests for Pope Francis to resign (and see 

last post above dated 30.11.2019) , especially since the wikileaks revelations and its power struggles with the Knights of 

Malta Wikileaks had already released the laundering scandals of 2009 and before. Back to 1982 and forward into 2015  

(and which also connects to trafficking in Washington focusing on the United Arab Emirates ambassador to Washington  

Yousef al Otiba’s  ) The Vatican has received accusations of trying to take over all other orders for profit only. 

The Vatican is a Corporation which has its own bank and for instance owns American express. It also owns the Pentagon 

via Opus Dei Since 2019 it has formally left Catholicism and Pope Francis has now appointed 13 new ‘Chrislam’ 

cardinals Merging Islam with ? something which is not any of those faiths but labelling it Christianity which it is not it is 

certainly not Catholicism. In Italy a new (who support not voting ? ) group the ‘sardines’ or  ‘movimento delle 

sardine’ began as a flash mob in Novemember 2019 opposing the election success of Matteo Salvini . It is in reality a 

ceration of Guiseppe Conte who opposed Salvini although he did serve as Prime minster with both Left wing five star and 

Right wing the Leauge and Matteo Salvini. Matteo Salvini has recived the most votes of any Italian politican throughout 

Italy. 

Currently a larger question is what si the meaning of Pope Francis Vatican law ‘Motu Proprio’ againt Corporations which 

is also at the Centre of the controverises globally. 

The Pope  is ‘re-aligning’ the Curia (the Vatican’s government) and restructuring the Vatican bureaucracy, of necessity a 

long drawn-out battle, but for what ? As we have seen above 13 new Chrislam cardinals have been appointed. (13 

new Chrislam Cardinals in October 2019. & Pope Francis has turned a blind eye too so writes Frederic Martel in ‘Sex 

Parties, Drugs and Gay Escorts at the Pope's Residence: Undercover in the Vatican’) Many onlookers believe that the 

Church is something to do with Jesus or Gd, but this is lost in the swirling power structure of the Vatican Church. During 

the Russia investigation hoax (which does not look good for Obama) Robert Mueller a Knight of Malta (but a real straight 

arrow as Trey Gowdy describes) and/or Vatican officials must be looking at Chrislam and wondering what the hell is 

that. Recently the Pope ( Jorge Mario Bergoglio) has passed a law (recently in cannon Vatican law terms or "Motu 

Proprio" of the Jesuits) but also stemming the nature of corporations. Creating a world trust on the back of birth 
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certificates. Whether the world regards this as the worlds highest form of law or not, the law is cited. It is ascribed to the 

"Golden Rule" as mentioned in Leviticus 19,18 and 19, 34 and Mathew 7,12 & Luke 6,31. However there may be also 

ideological concerns and motivations regarding the theories of collectivization and transparency of corporations. One area 

(as mentioned) is Education which is a Childs right and should be protected by parents. Concerns that billions are paid to 

communist corporate fronts to fund education projects on the "never never" (eternal debt) are and have been examined 

and questioned and the end of its money train cannot be accounted for in origin or purpose. The Popes desire to end 

Corporations some feel is only for the 'West' and is communism veiled?  

However since the Popes overtures to President XI of China, (2016) if corporations collapsed or business collapsed and 

instead we are left with a state corporation monopoly on the model of communist totalitarian China what will his (and 

Chinas according to President XI / Mao with OBOR one belt one road and the new SDR / XR global currency, see all above 

chapter 3 and 3a) new world order look like ? (read an outline of the decree here) considering the Christian genocide (see 

last post above dated 30.11.2019) and also China’s past The US has provided support to Hong Kong via its two new bills. 

“The House voted 417–1 to pass the Hong Kong Human Rights and Democracy Act on Nov. 21, which had unanimously 

passed through the Senate the day prior” China whilst on the one hand is commanding Kim Jong Un and North Korea to 

increase and keep its Nuclear weapons, is suggesting that Taiwan (or even Hong Kong) should not have any ? . Speaking 

here on BBC News hardtalk 27.11.2019.  see also  ( " Mao's Great Famine HDTV "  or MP4 Video file version here & a 

CIA documentary " China's Great Leap Forward | 1958 | History of China Under Mao Zedong | CIA Documentary Fi   " as 

its full name in you tube ) 

And also ‘Motu Proprio on abuses: There is no longer immunity, no one is above the law’ 

The end of Corporations ? or just commerce in general ? Which corporations and corrupt Governments and trusts of 

which the Vatican bank administers does the 2nd Pope in Rome Pope Francis want to eliminate ? is it legal ? or is the bible 

for instance actually the correct legal text not the pontifical secret  in the sexual abuse matters, which can be acted upon 

without Papal authority in any case (see Mathew 18,6 & Luke 17,2 & Mark 9,42 in the trafficking, lucrative open border 

scandals) As a Corporation ( i.e. 'China incorporated' into the mobile pay RDIF chip social credit dystopia) China must 

be on his list ? or is it already conquered and subjugated. Is there authority to cancel corporations and multi-nationals and 

who is involved to do so ?  Does it also apply to the EU’s legal structure and the Vatican / Chrislam Corporation? (see all 

the last post above dated 30.11.2019) 

 

The Pope says we must obey the UN it ! is our duty he says. Yet the UN is seeking new draconian Universal abortion rights. 

(See the post above dated 09.09.2019 and the Belfast anti abortion meetings) The United Nations has also called 

for Universal Human Rights for abortion, and for redefining rights for the unborn or even what it means to be human in 

May 2018  "In blatant violation of international law, the United Nations Office of the High Commissioner for Human 

Rights has unveiled a startling new campaign that claims “you have human rights since birth.” The unsettling image, which 

depicts a baby’s arm with the statement written on a hospital bracelet, makes clear the position of this U.N. body—human 

rights should not be afforded to human beings until after they are born" This ethical idea which has not no ethical right 

and makes no sense is shovelled out onto children and teenagers as fact. Therefore the same UN (United Nations) which is 

promoting 'climate change' is also promoting massive global abortions, euthanasia, breakdown of the family and 

vaccines from China which are diseased, and also 'redefining humanity', and which has also involved (also the IPCC or the 

Intergovernmental panel on climate change) in the climate carbon tax frauds and scandals. 

However the Pope (Pope 2 of 3 Benedict) also says abortion and euthanasia is wrong ? contradicting the UN ? (Joe Biden in 

2015 states abortion is wrong but has changed since then) whilst Pope Francis (1 of 3 Popes) has recently said abortion is 

wrong, but now a Priest can forgive an abortion, (will forgiveness for euthanasia be next and where will it end ?) and now 

abortion issues are just as sacred as migrants ?  In reality abortion kills a baby and all the future generations which would 

have been born in the future, and this depopulates and enslaves the future generations of a nation helping to wipe them out 

and replace them which is / was the purpose of the Irish abortion referendum in 2018 i.e. to remove your rights and future 

generation rights and begin to wipe you out. 

The Jesuit practice of absolving each other of sins is now extended to all Priests, but it is of course not from Gd it is a canon 

law made up in his own mind.(Pope Francis)  It does however fit perfectly with the depopulation agenda of the UN,  of say 5 

billion people or more in the ‘emergency’ The World is actually (see Metrocosm & ‘Half the World’s Population Lives in 

Just 1% of the Land [Map]’  under-populated so breed away. Ignore the UNDESA claims) which clashes with the Vatican 

City agenda of making money from migrants. 

For further information on this see the following 3 videos. Video 1.  ‘The Vortex — Vatican Stealing Millions’   
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2. ‘The Vortex — Now, It’s HUNDREDS of Millions!’ 

European migration is big business and is of course linked to trafficking and drug smuggling via the Vatican bank  amidst 

the recent shocking case of  Jesuit priest Robert J. Goldberg who sexually abused a boy 1000 times globally. (see also the 

last 3 posts above dated 30.11.2019, 17.12.2019 & 23.12.2019 on the shocking global sexual abuse’s globally ) 

3. An MP4 file from an Ex Green beret, NSA and ex- Jesuit     “Refugee Program Exposed Vatican”    (Truly Shocking and 

the vast trafficking sex slave / charity refugee scam and the billions made from them) 

As Obama bombed over 7 countries with over 20,000 bombs creating refugees the Vatican (which is bankrupt) took $60,000 

to $80,000 or more for each refugee, and in Syria when Assad bombed his  own people the arrangement continued there 

also directly via Pope Francis and the Vatican arranged privately with Syria. This became the UN migration compact (240 

MILLION to begin with) in part. Timed to suit ‘Optimal Currency Theory’, the need for low wages pouring into the 

West and the invented ‘Chrislam’ heresy by appointing 13 new Chrislam cardinals. With a church with falling attendance 

Globally. Either the Vatican removes the Pope or Roman Catholics will leave the Bishop of Rome, many feel betrayed by 

Chrislam. Ireland is the new test area with its Ireland 20/40 scam. See the terrible truth about Ireland by Stefan 

Molyneux.   (communities not informed of migration around Ireland in numerous locations in ever growing 

numbers amidst homelessness and unemployment. Much of the countryside rural areas have not improved since 2010 

and the aftermath of the 2008 financial collapse) 

The same occurs with carbon credits, those conned profits after the national governments are nationally taxed, they are 

divided up proportional for the public to pay without a vote or referendum on the national tax the government had to meet. 

It is theft and for a cause which has no proof as there is no man made global warming. The Pope as initially against carbon 

credits as the poor cannot afford them, but not now ?  Carbon trading is wrong he said in 2015 (see the adjacent 

website and the end of chapter 3 for the corruption and fraud court cases which really took off in 2007) Some of these huge 

ill gotton gains were then siphoned off to China, and after 15 years there was more carbon in the atmosphere than ever. 

Some companies want ‘tech help’ these days to increase their carbon footprint to save their state or community. Enjoying a 

barbeque with a carbon encrusted steak, with vegetables all organically grown locally. 

This is the Marxist liberation ‘theology’ ethos driving this sham and which  has failed and has also left 100 million 

dead (1997 figures)since the 1900’s see within the ‘Little black book Communism’ (which also tries to emulate spirituality 

but fails)  Pope Francis who sees the poor as connected to St Francis (in error) “because Francis was a "poor man, a simple 

man, as we would like a poor church, for the poor” says Pope Francis. It also has the dichotomy of stating Gd is dead 

(Marxism) whilst professing to believe in Gd. But what this means in reality is meeting with Fidel Castro who disarmed the 

peasants but kept the guns himself and who died a Billionaire, and there are many more examples, whilst the poor are 

bought for slavery and shipped off to cities which become run down deliberately, but provide a  perpetual voting pool of the 

poor for Democrat districts in the USA for example. Bernie Sanders the millionaire owns 3 mansions in the USA (from 

‘booksales’)   They all propose open borders and mass migration because they love the poor. Having a ready supply of the 

poor the Democrats lord it above them. 

This is just a few cities and it is designed by the left (and controlled by the democrats for decades and today) and neo 

liberals and progressives deliberately. 

1. Los Angeles is a Sh*thole  Typhus and Bubonic plague is present in Los Angeles ! 

2. Paris is a Sh*thole 

3. London is a Sh*thole  Overcrowded but more illegal immigrants are trafficked into Britain. The violence and Knife 

crimes are at 5 minutes and 30 seconds. Sadiq Khan the London Mayor is deliberately fuelling the problem at 6 minutes 30 

seconds to the end (as he did with the Rotherham labour councils trafficking gangs and the ten other cities under the 

trafficking gangs control) He should resign or be removed.  

 

This is the real planning (with awful postmodernist architecture thrown in) . 70% of the worlds population will live in cities 

by 2050 say the United Nations whether they want to to or not. 

The End of which CORPORATIONS? This is why there are mass world protests (including in Iran and Lebanon and 

France) and why the Pope should resign. The Pope says he wants to stop trafficking because it is a crime against 

Humanity (he says) or it is a scourge to be denounced, then he could arrest George Soros which is a shared view with Boris 
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Johnson and Attorney general Bill Barr and end the corporation called the Open foundation. But the question remains ? 

which Corporations is Pope Francis planning to cancel ? or is it all of them toward depopulation advances, or does he have 

the authority. (see lasts posts above) or here to repeat The end of Corporations ? or just commerce in general 

? Which corporations and corrupt Governments and trusts of which the Vatican bank administers does the 2nd Pope in 

Rome Pope Francis want to eliminate ? is it legal ? or is the bible for instance actually the correct legal text not the 

pontifical secret  in the sexual abuse matters, which can be acted upon without Papal authority in any case (see Mathew 

18,6 & Luke 17,2 & Mark 9,42 in the trafficking, lucrative open border scandals) As a Corporation ( i.e. 'China 

incorporated' into the mobile pay RDIF chip social credit dystopia) China must be on his list ? or is it already conquered 

and subjugated. Is there authority to cancel corporations and multi-nationals and who is involved to do so ?  Does it also 

apply to the EU’s legal structure and the Vatican / Chrislam Corporation? (see all the last post above dated 30.11.2019) 

Turkey has made an international claim against Israel, sending its Ottoman archives to Gaza to help make its claim for 

returned lands against Israel. Yet the Ottoman Empire (1500 ad)  is nowhere near as old as Israel (2000). But by the same 

logic Greece owns Turkey. The area in ‘Asia minor’ called Galatia and the subject of Pauls letter to the Galatians in the 

New Testament (the ‘Brit Chadash’) was once Greek and Scythian owned (also Anatolia). One town in it Miletus 

was established by the sons of Mil from where we get the name Milesians,  and Scots from Scythians who were the Gael or 

Celts who settled in Gaul and Saxons and where the same tribes with the same trade routes which accelerated the Christian 

gospel into Britain and Ireland by 70 to 90 ad  (see Chapter 1 and 2 above for the Scythians and Saxons and Milesians as 

the Sons of Mil) Also by Turkey’s logic and by the same logic, India owns the Kashmir and much of Pakistan.   Turkey 

wants to establish the Ottoman empire again. (Ottoman empire) but which collapsed circa 1910 – 1917. Rome now oversees 

Jerusalem and if the UN moves out of the USA will it move to a new city already prepared or will he try to move to 

Jerusalem.(Israel has abandoned UNESCO and in effect the UN) 

However since the Popes overtures to President XI of China, (2016) if corporations collapsed or business collapsed and instead we are left with a state 
corporation monopoly on the model of communist totalitarian China, with built in social credit 5G/6G totalitarian slavery to the Gd of Chrislam with a 
hint of ‘climate change’, communism and gay marriage, then what has that got to do with Jesus ? Should the Pope also resign ? The overtures 
to President Xi with new Bishops in 2016 has produced now the worst crackdown on Christianity in China since Mao and the worst crackdown on 
humanity in world history. Stalin asked how many legions does the Pope have, yet if the Pope is for Stalin or Mao then it does not matter. Liberalism 
and Chrislam working together. 

 

Christian Genocide background. 

On the 11.12.2018, President Trump and Mike Pence signed the anti genocide act known as the 'H.R. 390, the Iraq 
and Syria Genocide Relief and Accountability Act of 2018' over the past few years many institutions and 
organisations have called for an end to the slaughter in the middle east. What is emerging since the ongoing 
Christian genocide is,  it is aimed at ‘Christians’ whether they are practising Christians or simply people who are 
nominal Christians with the designation placed on their birth certificates at birth. (and even outside of the Middle 
East which was the beginning) This expanding issue is directly related to the British general election in 
December as will be revealed. 

The act states “This bill authorizes U.S. government agencies to provide humanitarian, stabilization, and 
recovery assistance for nationals and residents of Iraq and Syria, in particular ethnic and minority individuals at 
risk of persecution or war crimes. It also authorizes the agencies to assist in prosecuting those suspected of 
such crimes.” 

The long-running Arab Spring uprisings (and today Syria withdrawals have only moved into Iraq) which began in 
2011, and which increased in intensity into 2014 and 2015 and still continuing today, are recognised by the 
current US administration as an urgent problem and Genocide against Christians of all denominations in 
December 2018. 

This is not the first attempt by the West to resolve the terror in the Middle East. The recent history is outlined 
below. 

Pope Francis named the Christian Genocide in 2015. The UK parliament on the 21.04.2016, voted unanimously to 
declare the Christian Genocide as Genocide in the Middle East. This followed on from John Kerry's 
pronouncement of the Genocide on 17/03/2016 and also the US House of Representative's pronouncement on the 
15/03/2016, followed by the European Parliament's announcement of the Genocide on the 04 & 05 / 02/ 2016.  
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Following the UK parliament vote, the government did not then fully name it as 'genocide' and has not officially 
recognised the designation. Although the vote does make that statement, it was still not far enough for MP's who 
have fought for the vote. President Obama on his trip to the UK and France in 2016 reluctantly named 
the Armenian Genocide of 1.5 Million Christians by Turkey (1915 – 1925) a "mass atrocity" following the protest 
and demonstrations of 60,000 people, who marched in remembrance of it, and who protested outside the Turkish 
embassy in Wilshire boulevard in Los Angeles at that time. 40 US states out of 50 declared the 
Armenian genocide, a genocide as calls for action were made in the spring of 2016 by the Archbishop of 
Washington, Cardinal Donald Wuerl and the then Secretary of State John Kerry. 

The Sacramento Bee concludes Obama's legacy is Genocide, in reference to the Christian genocide in the Middle 
East, and today areas like Nigeria, Egypt and the lesser reported areas of the Levant are still living through 
the tribulation  

Christians are facing extinction in the Middle East pleads the Archbishop of Canterbury in 2017. The Archbishop 
of Canterbury, Justin Welby, and the Archbishop of Westminster, Cardinal Vincent Nichols made the following 
joint statement on the 17.04.2019 The Knights of Columbus, and a broad array of faith-based organisations 
supported President Trump's bill entitled 'H.R. 390, the Iraq and Syria Genocide Relief and Accountability Act of 
2018'.  

It is a start (referring to the declarations and new genocide act ) writes the Baptist Union, which is reporting on 
ongoing connected persecutions and terror, as hopes continue that President Erdogan of Turkey (as he has 
promised) will press on with the safe zone plan for the Middle East for the Kurd's and Christian and wider.  Prince 
Charles has also condemned the Christian genocide. 

Michelle and Barack Obama guilty of genocide. Obama has still not recognised the Genocide (he was silent upon 
it in 2015 as of course he was directing it from the Whitehouse in Washington) Reverend Franklin 
Graham pleaded with Obama to recognise what was occurring The US state department (via Obama and Clinton) 
issued a statement on November 2015 that ISIS did not kill Christians  Whilst later John Kerry (Secretary of state) 
did declare it as genocide in March 2016,  the Obama Whitehouse itself would not call it a Genocide in March 
2016 This makes ‘Michelle Obama’ (Michael, aka Mick partner of Barry Soetoro) also equally responsible for the 
genocide under the 'H.R. 390, the Iraq and Syria Genocide Relief and Accountability Act of 2018’ 

Hillary Clinton on New Year’s Eve in 2015 (29.12.2015) broke with the Obama administration and declared the 
Christian genocide as genocide, although she was 4 years too late. She claimed she changed her mind as there 
was now enough evidence, yet the Pope had declared the genocide as genocide in August 2015 five months 
previous. Many suspect that as the ‘evidence’ of the genocide accumulated (at least in the minds of the US state 
dept) Hillary Clinton suddenly found it politically expedient to declare the genocide as genocide in December 
2015 as she had declared her run for President in April 12th 2015. She waited 8 months to declare the genocide 
despite the fact it had been analysed since 2011. Clinton was U.S. secretary of state in the Obama 
Administration from 2009 to 2013, during her tenure, Clinton responded to the Arab Spring by advocating military 
intervention in Libya. The Arab spring was directly instrumental in the Christian genocide. 

Obama, Michelle Obama and Clinton watched as Christians were beheaded, raped and murdered, including 
children and child sacrifices. 

The Knights of Columbus had been involved in the writing of a report supporting measures to counteract the 
genocide. Today and since Easter 2019 (to repeat from above) In the USA the media were unable to call the Sri 
Lanka victims Christians (video ‘Tucker: Left struggles to say the word 'Christians'    or here ) 

The report, In which it is estimated (as body parts were hard to identify and many bodies were totally blown away 
) 253 people were killed and 800 were injured and victims were from up to 12 countries globally The EU attacks in 
France and Belgium in 2014 – 2015 were carried out in a similar manner. A video of one of the suicide bombers is 
shown entering a church in St Sebastian  (or here) One of the victims ‘Sneha Savindi, 12, was among them. Her 
uncle, Duminda, said her body had been so badly destroyed by shrapnel that the family was only able to identify 
her by a birthmark on her foot’ Other victims body parts were blown and strewn inside and outside the 
church. The list above (or here again)  are attacks on Christians Catholic and Protestant as they attending within 
their  Churches. Yesterday on the 12.05.2019 (and two weeks previous on the 28.04.2019 in Bukino faso but 
at Silgadji when 6 were also killed in a church including the pastor and his sons for refusing to convert to Islam ) 
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in Bukino faso at Dablo 6 church goers were killed including a Priest in a Catholic Mass when gunmen arriving 
on motorbikes opened fire slaughtering the congregation.  On 13.11.2019 85 people were killed in 
HYPERLINK  including the pastor and his wife. The following day hundreds were killed I Nigeria at the Kaduna 
province by machete and shootings. People in the srilanka bombings were unrecognisable  Brutality even in 
Saudi Arabia is unlimited as a 6 year old boy is beheaded with glass in public in February of this year which is 
still continuing in Iraq and Syria although Isis are almost extinguished. The US has moved to make the Muslim 
Brotherhood a Terrorist organisation and from 2008 – 2016 Obama’s legacy of genocide is certainly at least 
that. The Christian genocide involved millions of people killed and displaced and targeted) against millions of 
Christians in the Middle east  and the USA, which was also overseen by James Clapper, John Brennan, Clinton, 
Joe Biden and Loretta Lynch and Huma Abeddin et al.  

This destruction of churches or the western way of life Churches in the EU (as the Pope stands by and watches) 
and it is estimated up to 1600 have been attacked and destroyed especially by fire. Both Catholic and Protestant 
churches (2016) have been hit and in France it is particularly strong. A 2018 report and by Ellen Fantini, executive 
director of Observatory of Intolerance and Discrimination   Against Christians in Europe shows that it has 
steadily increased over the past five years particularly. The Islamic doctrine of migration is one way only (see 
video The Islamic Doctrine of Migration’ ) which is partnered with censorship and by bribery in the EU and 
elsewhere (see video ‘Jordan Peterson - EU Censorship and Islam’ or here for Jordan Peterson EU Censorship 
and Islam) In turn this is controlled by the United Nations into the EU (where in the UN Saudi Arabia sit on the 
human rights council) and in Islam slavery is still legal (it is not spoke of but it exists as a thriving market 
especially since the financial crisis in 2008) woman can be bought and sold like cattle. Christian persecution is at 
Genocide levels again say Fox News and also the Guardian and again also the BBC. 

Therefore is this ‘war’ being used to pressure the Roman Catholic Church to adopt teachings which are not 
Christian teachings. Here are a few more examples. Cairo April 2017  / Pakistan December 2017 . 
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